GoAllOutdoors.com Ranks the Best and Worst Winter States in the U.S. for Outdoor Recreation

Outdoor lifestyle website uses government data on climate, square miles of water, public land access and more to rank winter states

ANN ARBOR, Mich. (PRWEB) January 24, 2019 -- GoAllOutdoors.com has ranked the best and worst winter states in the U.S. for outdoor recreation. The rankings were created through research and analysis from multiple data sources covering climate, public land and geographical features. Each category given a defined weight in the ranking data.

“We set out to rank winter states in the U.S. by how friendly each was for outdoor activities, using objective data and criteria,” said Matt Rowan, co-founder of GoAllOutdoors.com. “Generally speaking, more access to public land, water and mountains means more outdoor opportunities, and weather is always a factor when you’re outdoors.”

Winter states were ranked based on annual snowfall, square miles of water, public land acreage, number of clear days annually and whether each was a mountain state. Only states with an average winter temperature below freezing, or 32 degrees Fahrenheit, were included on the list.

The top-3 winter states for outdoor recreation (from best to worst) were Wyoming, Colorado and Utah. The bottom-3 winter states for outdoor activities (starting with the worst) were Vermont, Rhode Island and Indiana.

The top-6 states in the rankings were all mountain states in the western region of the U.S. and share borders with each other (Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Montana and Idaho). The top ranked state after mountain states was Alaska.

For a written description of each state and more information, visit GoAllOutdoors.com.

About the winter state rankings:
To be included in the list, states must have an average winter temperature below 32 degrees Fahrenheit. A total of 25 U.S. states fit this criteria.

Data was sourced from the National Climatic Data Center of the United States (NCDC), the U.S. Census Bureau and the Bureau of Land Management.

The following categories were used to rank each state, with weight of each category included:
- Average annual snowfall (10 percent)
- Square miles of water (20 percent)
- Average annual clear day ranking by state (20 percent)
- Public land acreage ranking (30 percent)
- Mountain states (20 percent weight, all or nothing)

About GoAllOutdoors.com
GoAllOutdoors.com is dedicated to helping people unplug and enjoy an active outdoor lifestyle. We promote
outdoor activities and the protection and preservation of outdoor resources. For more information, visit www.GoAllOutdoors.com.
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